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Register now at:

WWW.COMPLETINGTHEPICTURE.COM

HOW TO BOOK ONTO SESSIONS
We will contact you before the event to give you access to the
Digital Festival content area, from here you will be able to book onto
the sessions and receive joining instructions. To gain access to the
below educational content, please ensure you have registered your
details at www.completingthepicture.com

MONDAY 5TH OCTOBER
NHS Healthcare Update | On Demand

Dr Patricia Oakley
Strategic Service and
Workforce Policy Analyst

Dr. Oakley will update the assessment of the potential impact of the UK Science
Strategy and the Comprehensive Spending Review, both post Virus and Brexit, on
how the NHS’s strategic investment decision making processes might be developed
as Integrated Care Systems (ICSs) develop over the next 3 years. This consideration
includes how the major and minor capital and revenue, including PPM, budgets might
be determined given the clinical imperatives for earlier and more rapid diagnostics
in cancer and cardio- vascular care, and in sepsis and antimicrobial resistance
management. Our consideration will also include how the clinical science and
informatics services might become more integrated to underpin the ICSs.

NHS Informatics - Underpinning Issues | On Demand
Dr. Oakley will outline the parameters of an Integrated Care System’s clinical
informatics strategy to underpin the earlier policy update. This consideration includes
the improvement of data definitions and its collection to support the shift from
having pools of data to developing clinical knowledge and insight, to developing
multiple regression modelling and predictive analytics that can help clinicians make
better decisions. Our consideration will also include how the ICSs’ clinical science
and informatics leadership team might be developed along with clinicians’ skills and
knowledge.

MORE EDUCATIONAL CONTENT TO BE ANNOUNCED SOON
Advancing Connected Care Through Smart
Bed Technology
LIVE Session
Medical devices are being connected throughout the
hospital environment to improve patient safety and
help healthcare professionals to make better clinical
decisions. Beds are no different. During this session you
will be introduced to smart bed technology and how this
technology can be used within acute care facilities to
improve patient safety, improve patient outcomes and
improve healthcare professional workflow and decision
making with accurate and actionable data.

James Rhodes
Market Manager, Hillrom
UK & Ireland
Anthony McInnes
Willard
Hillrom UK Sales
Manager, Connectivity
Solutions
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A Connectivity Masterclass with IMS Maxims | LIVE Session
A practical demonstration of vital signs connectivity into IMS Maxims Electronic
Patient Record System. IMS-Maxims are an award winning provider of digital health
transformation programmes, enabling providers to deliver safer, faster and more
efficient healthcare support by EPR Software designed around professionals not
processes

MORE EDUCATIONAL CONTENT TO BE ANNOUNCED SOON
Pagers Are Passé: It’s Time to Transition to a
Smartphone-Based Communications Platform
LIVE Session

Dana Peco
Sr. Manager of Clinical
Development,
Hillrom
Eric Brill
Director of Clinical
Solutions,
Hillrom

Register now at:

What if your care teams could connect about patient
care as easily as they connect with their friends and
family? Now they can, by switching from the limited
capabilities of pagers to the power of a smartphonebased communications platform. This session will
explore real-life solutions for connecting your care
teams, improving care coordination, streamlining clinical
workflows and accelerating patient treatment. Learn
how to:
•
Transition from pagers to smartphones.
•
Administer and manage mobile applications
throughout your health system.
•
Build a unified staff directory.
•
Keep communications secure with advanced
encryption technology.
•
Integrate to the EPR and other alert and alarm
sources.
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MONDAY 5TH OCTOBER
Business Case Preparation | On Demand

Tom Phillips
Trainer, Mentor &
Coach, TLP

How do you prepare a robust business case in order to gain extra funding or
resource such as personnel, staff or capital equipment? Especially if you work for an
organisation like the NHS where every penny spent has to be justified and provide a
maximum return on investment and where thousands of other individuals and services
are fighting for their share of a finite pot? This short training video will teach you
how to prepare a robust business case that maximises your chances of getting the
resource that you need by following a tried and tested structure.

Project Management | On Demand
Following on from the previous video, once you have presented your business case
and been given the resource that you need, you now have a project that needs to
be managed! This short training video will teach you how to identify the key stages
involved in project management. In scope and Out scope; What will your project
achieve and what will it not achieve? For example, if you are introducing new software
to your trust, does the project include staff training to use the new software (In scope)
or not (Out scope). Stakeholder mapping; Who are the key stakeholders for your
project? How will you engage with them? Risk and contingency planning; The single
biggest factor that derails most projects is the lack of forethought and planning that
goes into identifying project risks and creating contingency plans to deal with these.

The Art of Flexible Leadership | On Demand
Most people in leadership and management positions are familiar with the idea of
flexing their leadership style from individual to individual but truly effective leaders
know how to flex their leadership style with each individual as the situation they and
their employee or team members find themselves in, changes. This short training
video will teach you how to;
•
•
•
•

Identify the differences and similarities between leadership and management.
Understand the 5 classically recognised Leadership Styles.
Use the Skill/Will matrix to identify what type of leadership style to use at any
given time.
How to use different Leadership Behaviours to truly flex your leadership style.
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